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PHYSICS OF PLASMAS VOLUME 7, NUMBER 1 JANUARY 2000
Torque balance and rotational stabilization of the resistive wall mode
C. G. Gimblett and R. J. Hastie
EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon,
OX14 3DB, United Kingdom

~Received 18 May 1999; accepted 29 September 1999!

A model is developed to analyze the stabilization of the resistive wall mode~RWM! by plasma
rotation. Central to the model is a cylindrical plasma that is ideal magnetohydrodynamic unstable in
the absence of a wall, and possesses an internal resonance@J. M. Finn, Phys. Plasmas2, 198~1995!#.
This system is then a qualitative model for the actual toroidal external kink mode that is relevant in
advanced tokamak scenarios. It has been shown in the past that the RWM can possess stability
windows for modest rotation frequencies. However, the equilibrium parameter regime in which
stabilization can take place is small. A nonlinear formulation of the problem is presented, with
plasma rotation determined self-consistently by an equation of torque balance. It is found that,
within the same small parameter regime, stability windows can be considerably extended at the
expense of the growth of a magnetic island. On the other hand, depending on the initial rotation, the
system can reduce the plasma rotation rate asymptotically to zero while the island continues to
grow. @S1070-664X~00!02401-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that advanced tokamak~AT!
equilibria require wall stabilization in order to benefit fro
the optimized central shear and produce attractiveb limits.1,2

In other words, they must achieve theb limits that are pre-
dicted when the surrounding wall is perfectly conductin3

However, if the actual finite resistivity of the wall is take
into account, the resistive wall mode~RWM! can be
destabilized.4 Advanced tokamaks will be particularly vu
nerable to this mode, as the flat current density profile in
core indicates that the external kink version of the RWM c
be present.

Much work on the RWM in the past has been in t
context of the reversed field pinch~RFP!. This was at the
stage of RFP research when pulse lengths were becom
comparable to wall~vertical field! penetration times. In the
high beta toroidal experiment, HBTX1C,5 it was reported
that wall locked perturbations were observed to grow~on the
wall time! to large amplitude (db/B0;10%) and lead to
discharge termination due to the large non-Spitzer loop v
age caused by field penetration of the wall. The obser
mode numbers, growth rate, and wall locking of these p
turbations all appeared to agree with linear theoretical p
dictions of the RWM, making a good case for their positi
identification in this experiment. Observation of the RW
was also reported in Ref. 6. In contrast, Ref. 7 reported
the ohmically heated toroidal experiment~OHTE! thin shell
RFP displayed pulse lengths greatly exceeding the wall ti
This was later interpreted as being due to the formation
OHTE, of a so-called slinky mode~a phase coherence ph
nomenon! that allowed the RWM to be somehow rearrang
and removed. This intriguing situation has not been resolv
due in part to the discontinuation of the two experime
involved.

Early in the theoretical analysis of the RWM it was r
2581070-664X/2000/7(1)/258/10/$17.00
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alized that bulk plasma rotation might have an importa
effect. If the plasma was modelled as a rotating curre
carrying helical wire, for instance, then we would expe
suppression of the magnetic flux entering the wall by
classical skin effect. On the other hand, a real plasma
more degrees of freedom than a wire and can choose to
its perturbation to the wall and vitiate such skin effect.
Ref. 4 it was shown that an ideal RWM in cylindrical geom
etry did indeed lock to the wall for sub-Alfve´nic plasma
rotation. Further, when the rotation approached Alfve´nic, the
effect of inertia was initially to increase the RWM growt
rate ~in fact a stable RWM could be destabilized by th
effect—see Ref. 8 for a recent investigation!. When the ro-
tation was trans-Alfve´nic the growth rate did decrease, b
there was always a residual instability. In contrast, for
RWM that was resistive in origin, and thereby created
magnetic island at an internal plasma resonance~e.g., a tear-
ing mode!,9 the interaction between the island and the w
now permitted stabilization of the mode, typically when

V;O~1/tW!1O~1/tL!, ~1!

whereV is the plasma rotation frequency,tL is the tearing
layer characteristic time,9 and tW is the wall time. These
rotation frequencies are, of course, generally much less
the Alfvén frequency.

In the case of AT equilibria, the important RWM is th
one that derives from the pressure driven toroidal ideal
ternal kink mode. Moreover, although the mode is ideal
nature, unlike a cylindrical kink the toroidicity of the mod
means that in general there will be a sideband componen
the instability that will possess a resonance in the plas
There is, then, the immediate possibility that a stabilizat
mechanism similar to that leading to Eq.~1! exists in the AT.

This possibility was first investigated in a series of p
pers due to Finn.10 At the center of his analysis was th
construction of a modelcylindrical equilibrium that was ide-
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ally magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! unstable yet possessed
resonance at some radius. It should be noted that this is n
common occurrence in cylindrical plasmas and requ
atypical equilibrium profiles. Nevertheless, the model is u
ful in producing qualitative results for the full toroidal cas
In this report we show how to produce a standard repres
tation of the Finn model, and use it as a basis for the sub
quent analysis. The Finn papers, which do indeed disp
stability windows~in rotation, wall placement, etc.! for the
RWM, deal with linearized MHD and the plasma rotation
an undetermined parameter of the model. We extend thi
the nonlinear case by considering the torque balance e
tion, which is used to self-consistently determine the plas
rotation rate.

The motivation for this theoretical research comes fr
experimental results obtained on the DIII-D experiment.11 It
is possible to calculate theb limit that the RWM would
impose on the plasma by using an ideal MHD stability co
that uses the boundary condition that there is no wall at
Using the normalizedbN5b(%)a(m)B(T)/I (MA) ~a,B,I
the minor radius, toroidal field and current!, the RWM bN

limit is shown as the horizontal line in the bottom section
Fig. 1. The middle section shows the magnetic perturba
(m/n53/1) signal and comparing the two sections we s
that the RWM starts to develop whenbN exceeds that limit.

However, the rotation at theq53 surface~top section of
Fig. 1! appears to suppress the mode for a while. Note
passing that the observed rotation rate is a few kHz, and
is orders of magnitude less than the Alfve´n frequency~; a
few MHz!. Then we see that even though the neutral be
injection power is held constant the rotation starts to

FIG. 1. Experimental results from DIII-D.
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crease, the mode grows in a corresponding manner,
eventually enters a rapidly growing phase on the wall ti
scale ~; 5 ms!. Thereafter the highbN phase terminates
owing to confinement deterioration.

The suggestion that plasma rotation, if it can be ma
tained, leads to RWM stabilization motivated various the
retical models attempting to explain this. A review of the
models is to be found in Ref. 12. In summary, many of the
models invoke a dissipation mechanism of some sort an
would appear that, with very few exceptions, either the ro
tion rate or dissipation required for RWM stabilization is to
large to account for the actual DIII-D results. So, the Fi
model merits further investigation, in principle providing st
bility at realistic slow rotation rates. In Sec. II we presen
standard form of the model, and Sec. III studies the differ
types of linear stability window within this generic represe
tation. Then in Sec. IV we discuss the torque balance eq
tion, a nonlinear or quasilinear effect, that self-consisten
determines the fluid rotation rate. These two aspects of
problem, torque balance and stability windows, are th
brought together in this section. We discuss the implicatio
of this work for rotational stabilization of the RWM in AT
scenarios in a final Conclusions and Discussion section.

II. A STANDARD FORM OF THE FINN MODEL

As remarked above, Ref. 10 modelled a toroidal ins
bility in a cylinder by constructing equilibria that were ide
MHD unstable, and yet a resonance existed in the plas
This required nonstandard current~and hence safety factor
q! profiles. We point out that a somewhat generic formu
tion of this is possible. The technique is examined in detai
Ref. 12, so it is simply outlined here. The equation that d
termines the MHD eigenfunction in a cylindrical plasma is
second-order ordinary differential equation. It follows th
different radial stations in the plasma are connected by
equation in a simple way. The radial stations of interest
our problem are the resonance~where a resistive layer re
sponse is formed9! and the wall itself, where a simple thi
shell response is appropriate.4 Collating all this information
and assuming exp(pt) time dependence, we can find the sta
dard dispersion relation

~ptL!5/45
12dptW

2e1ptW
. ~2!

The left-hand side is the plasma response at the resona
with tL the characteristic resistive layer time.9 This is related
to the wall response,ptW , as shown on the right-hand sid

This technique of linking up resistive layers via an ide
plasma is to be found regularly in the literature, and can
used to study many different cases. For example, in Ref.
the effect of sheared plasma rotation on a double tea
mode in the presence of a resistive wall was studied. T
involved asymptotic matching throughtwo resonant layers in
the plasma, as well as through a thin resistive wall. Howev
the equilibria considered in Ref. 13 differed from those co
sidered in this paper in that they were stable to ideal MH
free boundary modes. Thus the ideal kink RWM was n
discussed.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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In our case we wish to study the cylindrical analogue
the ideal toroidal kink RWM. Accordingly, to ensure w
have an unstable RWM we require ideal instability if the
were no wall (tW→0), implying e.0. Indeed, the appropri
ate response at the layer in this case is the ideal inertial
21/(ptA), with tA the Alfvén time. So,e is a direct measure
of the ideal growth rate in the absence of a wall. If the w
were perfectly conducting (tW→`) we see that2d gives
the stability of the tearing mode in this case~positived cor-
responding to a stable tearing mode!. The Finn dispersion
relation is indeed of the form given in Eq.~2!; in his casee
and d are directly computable from the equilibrium param
eters. So, the results we obtain using Eq.~2! will apply to
Finn’s equilibria.

III. STABILITY STRUCTURES WITHIN THE
STANDARD MODEL

The relatively simple dispersion relation, Eq.~2!, dis-
plays considerable structure which we now investigate. F
nonrotating plasma, Eq.~2! with e and d both positive al-
ways yields an unstable root@R(p).0 with R denoting real
part#, and this is the RWM. The natural question to ask
how does the mode behave when the plasma is rotating@to
simulate this, we can simply Doppler-shiftp→p2 iV in the
left-hand side of Eq.~2!, whereV is the bulk plasma rotation
frequency#. For the moment we treatV as a free parameter
and return to its self-consistent determination in the n
section~Sec. IV!. As in Ref. 12 we can note that if the RWM
were ever to stabilize~the obvious question of interest! then
there would have to be a point, asV increases, at whichp
was purely imaginary,p5 iv with v real. Inserting this into
Eq. ~2! it was shown that this implied a necessary condit
for the existence of such marginal points was

0,ed,0.04. ~3!

This is, essentially, the statement that a necessary cond
for stabilizing the RWM is that the ideal mode in the absen
of a wall ~growth rate; e! should not be too unstable, whil
similarly the tearing mode which exists when the wall
perfect~growth rate determined byd! be only weakly stable.
The smallness of this region ofe2d space implies stringen
conditions on specific equilibria.

In fact, if Eq. ~3! is obeyed there are exactlytwo mar-
ginal points. This information, by itself, does not guaran
the existence of a stable window inV. In fact, extensive
numerical investigation of Eq.~2! in the parameter regime o
Eq. ~3! revealed that four different topologies exist as ro
are tracked with increasingV. To recap, whenV50 there
are three physically acceptable roots of Eq.~2!. The RWM is
a nonrotating mode associated with the wall; the two ot
roots are stable backward~b! and forward~ f ! rotating stable
tearing modes associated with the resistive layer. WhenV is
increased, the forward mode~rotating in the same sense a
the RWM! always remains stable and never achieves m
ginality.

Figure 2 shows schematically the locus of the three ro
asV increases for the casee50.05,d50.5. Here we see tha
the f and b roots remain stable. The RWM is the root th
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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possesses the two marginal points, and a stability window
V is encountered. If we now holde at 0.05 and reduced to
0.25, then the topology of the loci of Fig. 2 changes. T
topology change occurs via a reconnection of the RWM a
b modes—and this in turn requires the existence of a dou
root, see below for a discussion. The two marginal points
now shared between the RWM andb mode and Fig. 3 shows
the schematic tracks of the three roots for this case.

Although the topology changes, a stability windowstill
exists in this case as the rotation frequencyV1 at which the
RWM stabilizes is less than the rotation frequencyV2 at
which theb mode destabilizes. However, as we continue
reduced, this window shrinks until eventuallyV15V2 and
the window disappears~this is discussed further below!. Fur-
ther reduction ofd leaves the topology of Fig. 3 unchange
but there is no stability window now, asV1.V2 .

A. Topology changes at double roots

As mentioned above, the topology changes in the loc
the three modes occur at a double root. At this point
X-point forms ine2d space and a reconnection occurs b
tween the loci tracks. We can estimate when this happen
follows.

Starting from Eq.~2!, note that at a double rootpd , the
dispersion relation must adopt a form where the double r

FIG. 2. A stability window for the RWM.

FIG. 3. A stability window shared between the RWM and the backw
mode.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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appears quadratically as (p2pd)2. Consequently, the differ
ential quotient of Eq.~2! with respect top must also be zero
Performing this operation, and using Eq.~2! again in the
resultant expression we find that at a double root

4~p2 iV!~ed21!55~12dp!~p2e!. ~4!

Clearly, the dispersion relation itself can also be written

l5~p2 iV!5~p2e!45~12dp!4. ~5!

Here p and V have been normalized totW , and l
5tL /tW . Now, introducing p5e p̂, Eqs. ~4! and ~5! to-
gether give

~12ed p̂!~ p̂21!9e952G, G5~4/~5l!!5. ~6!

As we are only interested in the regime 0,ed,0.04, a good
approximation~to be checkeda posteriori! should be to drop
the first factor on the left-hand side of Eq.~6! to give an
immediate solution forp:

p5e1G1/9expiun , ~7!

@whereun5p(112n)/9, n51,2,...#. In a similar vein, theed
term can be dropped from the left-hand side of Eq.~4! to find

p25
1

5d
~9p24iV25e!. ~8!

A technicality arises concerning the choice ofn. This can be
traced to the analysis that leads to the particular layer
sponse on the left-hand side of Eq.~2!. In fact, we must use
the imaginary parts of Eqs.~7! and~8! to find V at a double
root, and then find the value ofn which ensures thatR((p
2 iV)/D8) andR((p2 iV)/D8)2) are both positive14 ~D8 is
the familiar discontinuity in the logarithmic derivative of th
perturbed flux9!. These conditions ensure that perturbed la
variables asymptote correctly, and so represent physic
acceptable solutions. Applying these conditions lea
uniquely ton52, and so we conclude that topology chang
in the e2d plane occur at

e5 2
0.92

l10/9
d1

0.35

l5/9
. ~9!

B. The disappearance of the stability window

We can also find a good approximation for the line
e2d space where the stability window disappears. To
this, recall that at marginality, withp5 iv,v real, Eq.~2!
gives

dv21~12ed!~&21!v1e50 ~10!

and

V5v2
1

l F11v2d2

e21v2 G 2/5

. ~11!

@the physically admissible 1/5 root of21 implied in Eq.~2!
is determined by the same arguments applied in the ab
subsection#. Now, solving the quadratic Eq.~10! for two val-
ues ofv and inserting into Eq.~11! we generate two value
of V, V1 , andV2 . At the closing of the stability window
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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V15V2 , and ~employing the approximationed!1) we
find that the stability window closes along the curve

d50.89le4/5. ~12!

C. Topology of the e2d plane

We are now in a position to collate all this informatio
and summarize the situation with a graph of thee2d plane,
with the relevant regions marked out. This is given in Fig.
~In the descriptions that follow, disregard for the time bei
the two dashed lines of Fig. 4 labeledl51/3 and 3 as we
will discuss the casel51.)

Regions D and C possess a stability window inV, and
undergo a topology change as illustrated across the do
line @given, withl51, by Eq.~9!#. Regions B and A do not
possess a stability window, but similarly have a topolo
change as illustrated across the same dotted line. Regio
and C are delimited by the disappearance of the stable w
dow @the dashed line labeledl51 and given by Eq.~12!#.
We also show the effect of varying the parameterl
5tL /tW by giving the lines of vanishing stability window
for the casesl51/3 and 3 as shown. Note that asl→0 the
region possessing a stability window fills the entire 0,ed
,0.04 space. This is not surprizing, as in this limit, the w
is becoming an increasingly better conductor~we estimate
l;0.2 in the Joint European Torus, JET15!.

IV. TORQUE BALANCE AND STABILITY WINDOWS

In the preceding section, the plasma bulk velocity w
not determined, and remained a free parameter. In reality
course, the actual plasma rotation will result from a balan
between a driving torque and counteracting viscous and e
tromagnetic torques, and these must be calculated s
consistently. The cases of single16 and double17 tearing

FIG. 4. e2d space and topology changes.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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modes interacting with a resistive wall have been inve
gated in such a way using 2D simulation codes that imp
itly contain these torques.

For the case of the ideal kink RWM we wish to inves
gate, we first introduce a 0D model of torque balance t
determines the plasma flow. This is necessarily a nonlin
process as the net electromagnetic torque is quadratic in
perturbation amplitude, and is a function of the mode f
quencyv. It is well known that the electromagnetic torqu
on an ideal MHD fluid is zero, and that torques are on
generated across nonideal MHD layers.18 Further, the gen-
eral form for the net electromagnetic torqueTem on a resis-
tive layer obeys

Tem}~dbr !
2I~D8!, ~13!

wheredbr is the perturbed radial magnetic induction, andI
denotes imaginary part. Equation~13! is not unique to plas-
mas, but is rather a general formula that applies to s
conductors as well.19 Because of conservation of total torqu
on the system, we can choose to evaluate Eq.~13! either at
the tearing layer, or at the wall. As the wallD8 has a particu-
larly simple form (DW8 5ptW so Tem}vtW), we choose to
evaluate it there.

This torque has to be balanced against a viscous pla
torque and a given driving torque, the latter being that wh
gives rotation in the absence of any perturbed fields. So
V0 is the plasma rotation frequency of an unperturb
plasma equilibrium andV is the actual bulk plasma rotatio
~in the presence of an RWM!, the viscous torque will be
proportional to the difference between themTvisc}(V0

2V). Accordingly, a simple steady state model of torq
balance is

V02V5Cv. ~14!

Here, v is the mode rotation frequency, in the laborator
frame, normalized totW . The quantityC encapsulates the
balance between electromagnetic and viscous torques
will be discussed further below. A variant of this model w
used as a basis for successfully interpreting the experim
tally observed forbidden bands of plasma rotation on
COMPASS-D tokamak.20 We can now couple Eq.~14! to the
magnetic island/resistive wall system studied in Sec. III. T
simply implies that Eq.~14! has to be solved in conjunctio
with

@l~p2 iV!#5/45
12dp

2e1p
. ~15!

At this level, then, it is apparent that we can expect
system dynamics to be determined by the existence of st
ity windows and the presence of forbidden bands of plas
rotation.

We will only be interested in those parts of thee2d
plane where a stability window exists, so, as a first illust
tion, we take a case in region D of Fig. 4 and takee
50.05,d50.5. Recall that in this region, the RWM by itse
displays a stability window, theb and f modes remaining
stable. We show the window by tracking the RWM grow
rate g and frequencyv against bulk plasma rotationV in
Fig. 5.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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Note that the stability window~negativeg! occurs in
V152.1,V,4.55V2 . Now what must be done is to us
this record ofv~V! ~lower trace of Fig. 5! in Eq. ~14! to
produce a graph ofV againstC, for a sequence of differen
V0 . The resulting graph is given in Fig. 6.

We see immediately that despite the apparent simpli
of Eq. ~14! ~which arises from the choice of referring th
torque to the wall!, there is multivalued structure in the re
sult. This multivaluedness is the direct reason for the forb
den bands of rotation mentioned above, and has also b
found in allied situations.16,17

Various possibilities present themselves.~For guidance
in interpreting this graph we have entered the upper
lower limits of the stability window as the two horizonta
lines in Fig. 6.! If, for instance, the system is started off wit
a rotation frequency less thanV1 , then the RWM is unstable
and as the mode growsC will increase whileV monotoni-
cally decreases, asymptoting to zero.~The island size corre-
sponding to the value ofC can be estimated using the anal
sis of Sec. IV A.! This scenario could, in fact, be used
describe the DIII-D experimental result shown in Fig.
where mode growth and a decrease of rotation leads to
mination of the discharge.

If, of course, the system is started off withV1,V
,V2 then the system is stable and would remain in
window. In the case of initiating the system withV some-
what greater thanV2 then the RWM is again unstable, lead
ing to growth inC. Once more, this will lead to a reductio
in V, but now this growth will be arrested whenV drops to
the top of the stability window atV2 . In this case we see
that, at the expense of a saturated island being present in
plasma, the effective stability window has been enlarged~the
top boundary of the window has moved from 4.5 to;8, as
explained below!.

The last possibility in this regime is that which occu
when the initialV defines a curve in Fig. 6 for which the to
knee is aboveV2 @this happens whenever the initialV is
greater than;8 ~not shown!#. Again, the RWM is unstable
C will increase andV decrease until the knee is encountere
At this point, it is well known that the system does not fo
low the re-entrant track of the curve~the dotted sections o
Fig. 6! as this is unstable.19,20 Instead, it is forced to migrate
vertically down the graph to meet up with the lower bran
of the curve. Further, this point~for the e and d chosen! is
beneath the stability window—so thatC continues to in-
crease and the island asymptotically locks to the wall.

The second case we consider is one in region C of Fig
by keepinge50.05, and changingd to 0.2. Now, we know
from Sec. III that the topology of the window has change
The window is formed by the RWM stabilizing atV1

52.54, and the backwardb mode destabilizing atV2

54.96. It follows for this case thatboth modes have to be
kept track of. We can produce curves ofV againstC for both
modes, and these are shown in Fig. 7.

The top part of Fig. 7 gives theb mode behavior and the
bottom gives the RWM. In both cases we have delineated
stable and unstable parts. It can now be seen that behavi
the ranges 0,V,V1 andV1,V,V2 is entirely analogous
to that described in the first example. Then, a similar ext
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. Growth rate and frequency o
the RWM against rotation.
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sion of the stability window occurs aboveV2 . The chief
difference between the two topologies arises when that in
value ofV is encountered which has a track with a top kn
aboveV2 . When the system now tracks vertically dow
wards to a new equilibrium value, the original mode isstable
and will decay. However, at this point the RWM has beco
unstable and will start to grow, once more leading
asymptotic locking.

We point out in passing thatif the bottom branch of an
equilibrium lies inside the stable window, the modes wi
decay andC will drop until the equilibrium encounters th
bottom knee. Here, the system migrates vertically up in F
6, where again an unstable mode is encountered. In this
there is the intriguing possibility of a hysteresis loop bei
followed for all time. Other possibilities also present the
selves, dependent on the relative positions of the top
bottom knees,V1 ,V2 , and whether the system is in region
or D of Fig. 4.

A. Validity of the tearing approximation

Although the torque balance used in this paper me
that the problem is nonlinear, we have coupled this with
assumption that the resistive layer is in the linear tear
regime @Eq. ~15!#. As the island grows, however, and th
island size becomes comparable with the tearing layer s
the linear response is then not appropriate and nonlinear
ing must be adopted.21 We can translate this into a conditio
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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on the parameterC that appears in Eq.~14!. The parameterC
is essentially a nondimensional number that characterizes
mode amplitude and the ratio of the viscous to the elec
magnetic torques. The viscous torque;r0nv/ l , wherer0 ,n,
andv are, respectively, the plasma density, kinematic~shear!
viscosity, and bulk velocity.l is a characteristic plasm
length ~; the minor radiusa!. A characteristic viscous
damping time is tV5a2/n. The electromagnetic torqu
;(dbW)2VtW /m0 ~recall thatdbW is the magnetic perturba
tion at the wall!. We can now find thatC is given by

C;
~dbW!2VtWtV

m0r0av
, ~16!

and this can be manipulated into the form

C;S dbW

B0
D 2 tWtV

tA
2

a

R0
, ~17!

whereB0 is the equilibrium magnetic field strength,tA is the
characteristic Alfve´n time in that field5aAm0r0/B0 , andR0

is the device major radius.
Now, the island widthWI;aAdbL /B0

21 wheredbL is
the magnetic perturbation at the resistive layer. The tea
layer width l h;aS22/5.9 Here, S is the Lundquist number
given by the ratio of resistive decay time (;a2/h with h the
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 6. Path of the RWM inV2C space.
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plasma resistivity! to tA . On assuming a relationshipdbL

5 f dbW , the ratio of island to resistive layer width,A, is
given by

A5
WI

l h
5

f 1/2tA
1/2

~tWtV!1/4
S2/5S R0

a D 1/4

C1/4, ~18!

and we note that Eq.~17! can be written

C5S WI

a D 4 tWtV

f 2tA
2 S a

R0
D . ~19!

Now, recall that the limit of linear tearing response occurs
A;1. To see what this implies forC we may estimateS
;107 in the outer plasma region,tA;1027 s, tW;10 ms,
andtV;1 s. This givesC;(6.3/f 2)(a/R0), and at largerC
than this the linear tearing response is not correct. Now
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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the nomenclature of Ref. 22, if the mode in question is
plasma mode~approximately moving with the plasma! we
have flux suppression at the wall andf will be large. On the
other hand, if the mode is a wall mode~approximately
locked to the wall! then there is flux suppression at the r
sistive layer andf will be small. This latter case is thus mor
likely to be handled correctly by our analysis; it is in fact th
primary unstable mode in the system.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated a nonlinear model of the rotatio
stabilization of the resistive wall mode~RWM!. Central to
the model is a cylindrical plasma that is ideal MHD unstab
in the absence of a wall, and tearing stable were the w
perfectly conducting. The question arises as to whether
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. Paths of~top! the backward
mode and~bottom! the RWM in V
2C space.
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model is applicable to the full toroidal case. In Finn’s orig
nal paper Ref. 10 he argues that his cylindrical model, wh
incorporates an internal mode rational surface in the plas
will be representative of toroidal kink instabilities whic
must also involve internal mode rational surfaces, becaus
coupling to poloidal harmonics~ballooning effects!. Further,
in Ref. 12 it was shown that the exact toroidal dispers
relation for the ideal infernal RWM for a simplified equilib
rium is indeed of precisely the same functional form
Finn’s @see Ref. 12, Eq.~8!#. However, in this case the in
ternal nature of the mode precludes RWM stabilization.~The
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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infernal tearing mode RWM can be stabilized as itsb limit is
wall dependent.! In addition, it was shown in Ref. 12 that th
dispersion relation for the current driven toroidal kink mo
in a more conventional~monotonicq! equilibrium, though
not identical to Finn’s dispersion relation, is similar@see Ref.
12, Eq.~13!# and displays similar windows of stability in th
plasma rotation.

This system then is a qualitative model for the actu
toroidal external kink mode that is relevant in advanced
kamak scenarios. The rotation frequencies required
RWM stabilization are of order of the inverse wall time~Fig.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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5!. In the case of DIII-D this translates to a rotational fr
quency of a few kHz, and this is indeed the observed typ
rotation ~see Fig. 1!. Other theory on RWM stabilization
requires much higher values, typically a few percent of
Alfvén frequency.

However, the model shows that the parameter regim
which stabilization can take place is small, and would tra
late into stringent requirements on equilibrium profiles. E
sentially, the plasma has to be only slightly ideal unstable
the absence of a wall, and slightly tearing stable were
wall perfect. A nonlinear formulation of the problem~with
plasma rotation determined self-consistently by an equa
of torque balance! indicates that the parameter regime f
stabilization remains small~even more pessimistic state
ments can be made when the layer response takes into
count the effects of averaged toroidal curvature23!.

Nevertheless, within this parameter regime, stabi
windows can be considerably extended at the expense o
growth of a magnetic island. On the other hand, depend
on the initial rotation rate, the system can alternatively
duce the plasma rotation asymptotically to zero while
island grows. This appears to be the case in experim
performed on DIII-D. Here, although wall stabilization o
low-n modes based on plasma rotation works~discharges can
be sustained for many wall times!, once theb limit for the
ideal external kink is exceeded, plasma rotation decays
the RWM develops, leading to discharge termination. W
is more, in an advanced tokamak power plant design, h
energy neutral beams will be required for plasma pene
tion. In this case, the injected momentum density is relativ
low. There is a formula available24 that takes this effect into
account and gives a rotation frequency for given device
rameters and injection power. We estimate from this tha
typical power plant with;25 MW of injection power would
have a plasma rotation frequency; O~1! kHz. To be in the
range where Finn stabilization would occur then require
wall time constant of only;5 ms. We stress, however, th
as we have seen above, the equilibria that are susceptib
this stabilization are very tightly constrained. Recall th
equilibria were required to be slightly ideal unstable we
there no wall, and this is unlikely to be the case at thebN

values ~;6! found in power plant designs. From all the
points of view, it would appear that rotational stabilization
the RWM in future advanced tokamaks cannot be rel
upon, and some other strategy must be employed.

Feedback stabilization ofaxisymmetricmodes in toka-
maks is now a standard capability.25 Feedback stabilization
of a non axisymmetricRWM in the HBTX1C RFP was re-
ported in Ref. 26. Here, a specific mode (m,n)5(1,2) was
targeted. Growth of the mode was detected with poloi
field coils, and then dedicated external helical coils w
activated. Mode amplitude was successfully suppressed
many wall times~however, the overall global plasma co
finement properties were not improved!.

A scheme for replacing the resistive wall by an acti
system of current loops~the so-called ‘‘intelligent shell’’!
was proposed in Ref. 27. This was a scheme whereby
current circuits were activated to suppress the flux pas
through them and thereby simulating a perfectly conduct
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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wall. This scheme would of course seek to suppress
RWMs, not just ones with a specific helicity. The idea w
further developed in Ref. 28, where a number of autonom
feedback loops covering a fraction of the wall area was us

A further possibility for stabilizing all RWMs was sug
gested in Ref. 29. Here a rotating secondary wall was en
aged ~simulating a flowing lithium blanket!. The RWM
clearly cannot lock to both walls simultaneously, and a co
dition on the wall rotation frequency for RWM stabilizatio
was found to be

V;O~1/tW1
!1O~1/tW2

!, ~20!

so the required rotation rate is determined largely by
inverse time constant of the least conducting wall.@Essen-
tially, this is the same effect that led to Eq.~1!.# It was found
that the requirement on thepositionof the secondary rotating
wall was that it should be within the marginal point of th
most unstable mode that exists with no wall. Recently, t
idea has been further developed in Ref. 30, where it w
shown that a network of conductors external to the plas
could be so configured as to simulate the rotating second
wall of Ref. 29—the so-called fake rotating wall. As foun
in Ref. 29, the rotation rate is determined by the fake wa
inverse time constant, and the fake wall has to be loca
within the marginal point of the most unstable mode witho
a wall. In practice, this is a difficulty as power plant desig
demand that any feedback devices be placed outside
blanket. However, Ref. 31 demonstrated that the fake w
could be projected within the critical radius even though
actual hardware was well outside it. Reference 31 also st
that the gain, bandwidth, current and total power requ
ments of the feedback system could be estimated as less
a hundred, a few Hz, a few tens of kA and a few MW
respectively. These requirements are within the scope
present technology. This scheme, then, which is more e
cient than the intelligent shell proposal, would appear to
more power plant relevant than the approach of induc
bulk plasma rotation.
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